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ABSTRACT 
As a continuation of my paper “New techniques for the analysis of linear interval 
equations” [Linear Algebra A&. 58:273-325 (1984)], the interrelation between 
interval Gauss elimination and interval iteration is investigated. Main results are a new 
existence theorem for interval Gauss elimination (in the guise of a perturbation 
theorem), a convergence and comparison theorem for a general family of interval 
iteration schemes, and a new method for the calculation of the hull of the solution set 
of linear interval equations with inverse positive coefficient matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper continues the study of direct and iterative solution algorithms 
for linear interval equations begun in Neumaier [lo]. The techniques intro- 
duced there are used here to investigate the convergence of the interval 
iteration 
y’+‘:= AC@ + Ey’) (Z=O,l,Z )... ), (1.1) 
where A% denotes the result of interval Gauss elimination applied to the 
coefficient matrix A and right-hand side z. Under suitable assumptions 
the iteration converges and the limit y = lim I _ m y ’ is an enclosure for the 
solution set of the linear interval equation 
(1.2) 
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where B = A - E. The special case where A = L is a lower triangular matrix 
has been treated in [lo], thus abstracting common features of the interval 
versions of iteration schemes named after Richardson, Jacobi, and Gauss and 
Seidel. Another special case, where A is the midpoint of B, has been 
suggested (in the more general context of nonlinear equations) by Alefeld and 
Platzoder [2] in the hope that the iteration (1.1) is useful also in cases where 
interval Gauss elimination with the matrix B breaks down. However, as a 
consequence of a perturbation theorem for Gauss elimination (Theorem 4.6) 
we are able to show that the natural sufficient conditions for convergence of 
(1.1) already imply that Gauss elimination for B = A - E does not break 
down. 
The theory developed also allows an interesting application to inverse 
positive matrices. It is shown (Theorem 5.1) that if a system of linear interval 
equations (1.2) with inverse positive B is preconditioned by multiplication 
with C = i?’ where B > 3 is still inverse positive-i.e. not, as usually 
recommended (Hansen [7], Neumaier [lo]), with the midpoint inverse-then 
the hull of the solution set of (1.2) remains unchanged. Since under these 
assumptions CB is an M-matrix, the hull can be computed iteratively. This 
provides an alternative to the procedure suggested by Beeck [5]. If B itself is 
already an M-matrix, it is shown that the explicit inversion of A” can be 
avoided (Theorem 5.3). 
The paper heavily relies on Neumaier [lo], and the reader is assumed to 
be familiar with that paper. After a review of some terminology introduced in 
[lo] and a number of technical results presented in Section 2, we generalize 
in Section 3 the convergence theory of [lo] to the iteration 
Y It1 := s( x + Ty”) (l=O,1,2 )... ), (1.3) 
where S and T are sublinear maps. Apart from the iteration (l.l), this also 
covers a recent iteration procedure of Mayer [B] using incomplete triangular 
decompositions of an H-matrix. Section 4 then specializes to the iteration 
(1.1); a convergence theorem, the perturbation theorem mentioned, and a 
comparison theorem for different splittings B = A - E = A, - E, are de- 
rived. Finally, Section 5 treats the inverse positive case. 
2. NOTATION AND TECHNICAL RESULTS 
We assume the reader to be familiar with Neumaier [lo]; we shall make 
repeated use of notation, concepts, and rules explained there. However, for 
the convenience of the reader, some basic terminology is reviewed in this 
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section. Moreover, several technical results are proved which simplify the 
presentation of the material in later sections. 
We denote by R, R”, and R”‘” the sets of real numbers, ndimensional 
column vectors, and n x n matrices, and by OR, OR”, and OWnX” the sets of 
real closed intervals, n-dimensional interval vectors, and n X n interval 
matrices, respectively. If x = [x, X] E !lR “, then we write int x := (x, X) for 
the interior, mid x := Z:= (? + x)/2 for the midpoint, rad r := p(r) := 
(X- ~)/2 for the radius, and (xl:= (q+ p(x) = max{]f] (?Ex] for the 
absolute u&e of X; the distance of x, y E OR” is defined as the vector 
9(x, y) := JX- i]+ [p(r) - p(y)] = sup((x - y], )? - Ij]). Similar definitions 
apply to scalar intervals and to interval mat&es. The Ostrowski operator ( .) 
associates with an interval a E OR the number (9) := min{ (c?] 1 E E a} [so 
that (u) = 0 if 0 E a and (a) = min()a_), ]a]) = )a’] -p(a) otherwise], and 
with a matrix A E OR”‘” the matrix A’ = (A) with entries A:i := (Aii), 
A:k := - [Aikl for i # k. The spectral radius of a real matrix A E Rnx” is 
denoted by a(A). 
A map S: OR n + OR a is called sublinear if the axioms 
(Sl) x C y =) Sr _C Sy (inclusion isotonicity), 
(S2) (Y E R 3 S(U) = a((&) (homogeneity), 
(S3) S(x k y) G SX + Sy (subadditivity) 
are valid for all X, y E OR”. The prime example of a sublinear map is 
multiplication by an interval matrix A E OR “Xn, i.e. the map AM which maps 
x to Ax. The absolute value of a sublinear map S is the unique nonnegative 
matrix IS] E lRnx” satisfying Sx = (S(x for x = fCi) := [ - e(‘), e(‘)] (i = 
1 ,.**> n), where eci) is the ith co umn 1 of the identity matrix. A sublinear map 
is called norm& if 
(S4) p(Sx) a ISlP(X> 
holds for all x E OR “; the other condition (S5) required in [lo] for normal 
maps is in fact already a consequence of (Sl)-(S3): 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S: OR” -+ OR” be a sublinear map. Then 
9(S~,SY)dlSl9(~YY) f@UZZ x,yEOR”. (2.1) 
Moreover, if B E RnX” is a nonnegative matrix such that ~(SX, Sy) B Bq(x, y> 
for all x, y E OR”, then (S( < B. 
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Proof. (2.1) was shown in Proposition 3 of Neumaier [ll]. To prove the 
second part we put x = fCi). The assumption then implies (S (r = ]Sx\ = 
q(Sx,O) G Bq(x,O) = B(r(; hence the ith column of (S] is majorized by the ith 
column of B. Since i is arbitrary, JSJ < B. n 
Later we shall need several properties of the distance not mentioned in 
WI. 
LEMMA 2.2. For all A, B E OIwnx” we have 
B_cA+[ -9(B,A),q(B,A)]. (2.2) 
In particular, 
\B] < ]A]+ 9(B, A), (B) >, (A) - 9(B, A). (2.3) 
Proof Put A’ := A + [ - 9(B, A), q(B, A)]. Then 
< 9(B, A)+ p(A) -o(B) = P(A) - p(B), 
which implies B c A’. Hence (2.2) holds, and (2.3) follows from properties of 
the absolute value and the Ostrowski operator. n 
LEMMA 2.3. Let r, y, y’, z E OIW”. Then 
9(x,x + 2) = 1x1, 
XCY + y=x+z forsome zEO[W”, 
XEYCY’ * 9(CY)G9(%Y’). 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
Proof. Put y:=x+ z. Then & =?+ i, p(y)= p(x)+ p(z), whence 
9(x, y) = )I - y]+(p(x) - p(y)) = Ii]+ p(z) = ]z]. This implies (2.4). Now if 
xcy then r:=p(y)-p(x)>O, and z:=y-g+[-r,r] satisfies y=x+z 
and 9(x, y) = Jz]. In particular, (2.5) holds. Similarly, if x c y’ then there is 
z’~tl(W” with y=x+z’ and q(x,y’)=[z’]. If now y~y’ then z~x’, 
whence 9(x, y) = ]z] < ]z’] = 9(x, y’). Hence (2.6) holds. n 
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LEMMA 2.4. The operator /?: OR X OR -+ IR defined by 
#8(X> Y) := (xl+ 9(x, Y> 
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(2.7) 
has the following properties: 
(i) Zfx,,y,EOR, r,cy, forl=l,..., i, then 
/3(x, *. * xi, Yl . . ‘yi)dP(x1,Y1)‘.‘P(xi7Yi)’ (2.8) 
(ii) Zf x, y E OR, x c y, and q(x, y) < (x), then 
p(x-1, y-l) 6 ((x> -9(x, Y)) -I. (2.9) 
Proof. (i): By Lemma 2.3 we can find zI E OR such that y[ = X[ + zzI, 
9(x,, yr) = 1~~1, and hence ,8(x,, yl) = lxll + lzll. Since *I*I. C YIYZ = 
(x1 + zl)(xz + zz) c x1x2 + xlzz + zlxz + zlz2, we have 
PC x1x2, ?hY,) = I~,~,~+ &?2, thY2) 
d lx,x,l+ d?2, x1x2 + x1z2 + ZlX2 + z1z2) by (2.6) 
= ~x,x,~+ lx1z2 + ZlX2 + .zlL2] b (2.4) 
Q 1x11 lr,l+ 1x11 lz,l+ Id Ixzl+ Id k2l 
= (Id+ l4)(lxzl+ Izzl) = Ph YJPb2, Y2). 
Now (2.8) follows by induction. 
(ii): Put r := 9(x, y) and y’ := x + [ - r, r]. By assumption, 0 e y’, whence 
(y’) = (x) - r > 0. Since x C y C y’, x-l c y-l c y/-l, Lemma 2.3 implies 
9(x-‘, y-1) & 9(x-‘ y’-‘) 
= ma 
( 
ly'-'-~2-1 
- 
(,I~'-'-r-q) 
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Therefore 
p(x-1, y-l) = Ix-‘\+ q(x-‘, y-l) 
1 1 
G (x> + (z&j -r) = (X> -r’ 
We shall also need the following results on nonnegative matrices. 
LEMMA~.~. LetM,M’,A,A’~EWnx” be nonnegative matrices such that 
M’< (I - MA) -IN, (2.10) 
and suppose that the spectral radius of M(A + A’) is less than one. Then 
a( M’A’) K 1 and 
O<(Z-MA’)-‘M’g(Z-M(A+A’))-‘M. (2.11) 
Proof. By assumption there is a vector u > 0 such that M(A + A’)u < U. 
Since MAu < u, MA has spectral radius < 1, and (I - MA)-’ > 0. Moreover 
MA’u <(I - MA)u, whence M’A’u -C (I - MA)-‘MA’u < u. Hence a(M’A’) 
< 1, too, and (I - M’A’)-’ >, 0. To show (2.11) we introduce the matrix 
N:=(Z-MA)-‘[I-M(A+A’)]=Z-(Z-MA)-’MA’. (2.12) 
Clearly N Q Z and NU = (I - MA)- ‘(~1 - M(A + A’)u) > 0. Hence N is an 
M-matrix; in particular N- ’ > 0. Now (2.10) and (2.12) imply N < Z - M ‘A’, 
hence 0 <(I - M’A’)’ < IV’, and therefore 0 <(I - MA’)-‘M’ < W’M 
< N-‘(Z - MA)-‘M =(I - M(A + A’))-lM. H 
LEMMA 2.6. Let A E OIRnx” and x E DlR”. 
(i) Zf A > 0 then Ax = [A,g, A,?] for suitable A,, A, E A. 
(ii) If 4 = 0 then Ax = [Ainf(x,O), Asup(x,O)]. 
Proof. (i): With A,, A, defined by 
(AIJik:=AIk if z,>O, ( Al)ik := xik otherwise, 
(AB)ik:=xik if X,20, (Az)ik := Aik otherwise, 
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we have 
(ii): We have 
(Ax)i=C[O,Aik][Xk,~kI 
k 
=C[Aikinf(xk,O),A,ksup(x;,,o)] 
k 
= [Ainf(x,O), Asup(x,O)] i. 
3. SUBLINEAR ITERATION 
In this section we consider the fixpoint iteration 
y’+’ := s( x + Ty’) 
where S, T are sublinear maps. This generalizes the special iteration 
yl+l = LF( x + Ey l) 
considered in Section 7 of [lo] for triangular splittings A = L - E of an 
H-matrix A E OIWnxn, and serves (as in [lo]) as a useful general model for a 
number of iterative procedures for the solution of linear interval equations. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let S, T : OR * --f OR * be sublinear maps satisfying 
o(lS( ITI) < 1. Then, far euerq x E OR”, thefollowing statements hold: 
(i) The equation 
y = S( x + Ty) (3.1) 
has a unique solution y E OR n. 
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(ii) For all starting vectors y” E OR “, the iteration 
yl+l:= s( x + Ty’) (Z=O,l,...) 
converges to the solution y of (3.1), and 
for any monotone norm satisfying 
(iii) Zfy’ c y”, then for all i > 1, 
A. NEUMAIER 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(iv) Zfy’~y’, thenforaZZi>l, 
yo G . . . c y’-’ g y’ 5 y. (3.6) 
Proof. Since u(JSJ 17’1) < 1, there exists a monotone norm such that (3.4) 
holds. For fixed x E IIIW”, the map \k:OIw” -+ IIIW” defined by 
J/y := S( x + Ty) 
satisfies q(*y, *z)= q(S(x + Ty), S(x + T.)) 
G lSlq(x + TY, x + T.) 
= lw7(~YJ4 G IWMY~ 4 
by Lemma 2.1, whence by (3.4) 
Since 01w” is a locally complete metric space with respect to the metric 
d(y, z) := l(q(y, z)ll, a generalization of the Banach fixpoint theorem by 
Schroder [14] shows that \k has a unique fixpoint y E OIW “, and for arbitrary 
ya E OIW”, the iteration ylfl = ‘k y ‘, i.e. (3.2) converges to y with speed 
determined by (3.3). This proves (3.1) and (ii). 
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For the proof of (iii) we first note that * is inclusion isotone. Hence if 
y’ c y’-’ then y’+i = \ky’ c \ky r-i = y’. So if yr c y” then y’ c yk for all 
12 k, and for I + co we find y c yk. This implies (iii). Statement (iv) follows 
in the same way by reversing the inclusion signs. n 
THEOREM 3.2. Let S, T: OR n + OR n be sublinear maps satisfying 
a(lSI ITI) < 1. Then there is a unique map P,,,:OiR” + OR” such that 
Ps,T~ = S(x + TP,,,x) for all x E OR”. (3.7) 
PS,T is sublinear with absolute value 
IPS,TI G u - ISI ITI> - llsl. (3.8) 
Moreover we have the implications 
S(x+Ty)cy - P,,,xGY, (3.9) 
y~S(x+Ty) - ycP,,,x. (3.10) 
Proof. The uniqueness of PS,T and (3.9), (3.10) are immediate conse- 
quences of Theorem 3.1. We verify the sublinearity axioms for PS,T. If x c y 
then 
s(x + %,,Y) c_ S(Y + T&Y) = P,,,y, 
whence Ps,T~ c P,,,y by (3.9). Hence PS,T is inclusion isotone. Homogeneity 
is immediate. To show subadditivity we put z := P,,,x 5 P,,,y, so that 
S(x _+ yf Tz) G S(x f Y + T&,x + TP,,,y) 
rS(x+TP,,,x)+S(y+TP,,,y) 
= PS,JX f P,,,y = 2. 
Now (3.9) implies Ps,r(r 5 Y) _C z = PS,rx + P,,,y. Therefore PS,* is d&n- 
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ear. Finally 
9(~,,,~3s,,Y) =9(s(x+Tp,,,x),s(Y+TP,,,Y)) 
flSl9(x +%,TGY+%,TY) 
Gl(9b,Y)+ 9WS,T~PS,TY)) 
G ISl9k Y)+ ISI l~l(I(PS,T~~ Ps,,Y> 
by Lemma 2.1, so that 
(I- ISI ITO9Ps,, r> &g-Y) 6 ISl9(%Y). 
Multiplication with the nonnegative matrix (I - ISI ITI) -’ and application of 
the second part of Lemma 2.1 now implies (3.8). n 
We shall refer to Ps,T as the fixpoint map of the iteration (3.2). As an 
easily verifiable existence condition for Ps.T we prove: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let S and T be normal sublinear maps, and let 
X,YEUR”. 
(9 Zf 
PM + TYN -MY> (3.11) 
then a((SI ITI) < 1 and PS,T exists. 
(ii) Zf 
S(x + Ty ) C int y (3.12) 
then o((SI ITI) <: 1, Ps,T exists, and 
Ps,4 _C int y. 
Proof. Since S, T are normal, (3.11) implies 
P(Y) ’ PW + TY)) 2 ISlPb + TY) = NM4 + PPYN 
2 ISIPVY 1 a ISI IWY 1 2 0. 
Hence u := p(y) > 0 satisfies IS(lTlu <u, SO that o(lS(lT() < 1, and PS,T 
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exists by Theorem 3.2. Moreover, (3.12) clearly implies (3.11); hence by 
Theorem 3.2 we have Z’s,+ c y and Ps+ = S(x + TP,,,x) G S(x + Ty) c 
int y. H 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Zf S and T are rwrmul sublinear maps satisfying 
o((SI ITI) < 1, then Ps,r is normal, too, and (3.8) holds with equality. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 3 of [lo] with R = Ps,T. W 
F&MARI(. If S, T are normal sublinear maps but o(lS( ITI) = u >, 1, then 
the above results are no longer valid. Indeed, let u be a Perron vector for 
1st ITI, i.e. 0 # u 2 0, 1st jT]u = uu. If u > 1, then the iteration (3.2) need not 
converge: If x = 0, y” = [ - u, u], then by rule (R8) of [lo] we have 
y’ = u’[ - U, U] for all I > 0, and since u > 1, no limit exists. And if u = 1, 
then at least the uniqueness of (3.1) is lost: For r = 0, each y = a[ - U, U] 
with a > 0 is a solution. 
As the special cases discussed in [lo], the above results are useful for the 
study of iteration methods for the solution of linear interval equations. Let 
Z_cRnX” be a set of n x 12 matrices; Z is called regular if all A E Z are 
regular. In this case we say that a map Z’: UIW n+ KU n is an inverse of Z if 
Z ’ is sublinear and 
If Z=AEUR”~“, then these definitions reduce to those given in Neumaier 
[ill. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let 2’ := OR” -+ OR” be an inverse of the regular matrix 
set Z E RnXn, and let E E ORnX” be such that 
Then the set 
@‘I 14) < 1. (3.14) 
X-E:= {&El&Z, &E} 
is regular, and the j&point map P of the iteration 
yz+l := Z’(x + Ey’) (2=0,1,2,...) (3.15) 
is an inverse of Z - E. 
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Proof. (3.14) implies the existence of u > 0 with ]Z’]]E]u < u. If 
d E 2, E” E E, then (k’E”(u < ]A-‘] (Z?]u < IX’] JE(u < u, whence 
]]A-‘El], < 1. Therefore I - A-‘E and hence A - Z? = A(Z - k18) are 
regular, whence also I: - E is regular. Now let P denote the fixpoint map of 
(3.15). If CE XEOR” and c := (A - Z?-‘x’, then x” = &j - Z@, whence 
6 = k’(x”+ &) E Z’(i+ Ed). Therefore (3.10) implies 6 E RX. Hence 
(A”-Z?-%~Z%forallA~Z, E”~E,i~x,andPisaninverseof 2-E. 
In the special case where Z = L is a lower triangular interval matrix and 
Z’ = LF is forward elimination, the preceding results just reduce to the 
discussion in [lo] of fixpoint iteration with strong triangular splittings. 
Another case was recently considered by Mayer [8]. He shows how to 
construct certain incomplete factorizations of an interval H-matrix A, result- 
ing in a unit lower triangular matrix L E OR nXn, a nonsingular upper 
triangular matrix R E OR n x ‘, and an error matrix E E OR n x 12 such that-every 
A E A has a decomposition A = zfi - E’ with suitable i E L, fi E R, E E E; 
his convergence theorem is thus the case Z = { Z% ( t E L, fi E R }, Zz = 
RFLF of Theorems 3.5 and 3.1 above. In the next section we shall discuss 
another interesting case. 
4. FIXPOINT ITERATION AND GAUSS ELIMINATION 
If AEOR”~” has a (nonsingular) triangular decomposition (L,, RA), 
then, as in [lo], we denote by AGx the result of Gauss elimination applied to 
the coefficient matrix A and the right-hand side x E OR “. By [ 10, Section 51, 
AC is a normal sublinear map with absolute value 
lAGI = (R,)-‘(LA)-‘. (4.1) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A, B E llRnX". Zf AC exists and B C_ A, then BG 
exists and 
in particular, 
BGx c_ A% fmall xEOW”; (4.2) 
JB’J =C lAGI. (4.3) 
Proof. Since Gauss elimination is defined in terms of inclusion isotone 
arithmetic operations, BC exists and (4.2) holds. By applying (4.2) to x = f(‘) 
(i=l,..., n) we arrive at (4.3). n 
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LEMMA 4.2. Zf A E OIW”‘” has a triangular decomposition (LA, RA), 
then there are u, v E R” such that 
0 -=c u, 0 < v < (LA)(RA)u, (4.4 
and for any such u, v we have 
lAGlv < u. (4.5) 
Proof. Let v > 0, and put u := lAGI v. Then u > 0, since no row of lAGI 
consists of zeros only, and (LA)(RA)u = v. Hence (4.4) holds. Conversely, 
(4.4) implies lAGlv < IAcI(L,>(RA)u = u. W 
We now consider the special case of Theorem 4.3 applied to Z = A and 
Z’=A’. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A, BE DIRnXn, and suppose that A has a triangular 
decomposition (LA, RA) and B = A - E. Zf 
4WI I-q < 1, (4.6) 
equivalently if there is u E Iw” such that 
0 <u, IElu < (LAXRA)U7 (4.7) 
then B is regular, and the j&point map P of the iteration 
y’+’ := A’( x + Ey’) (Z=O,1,2,...) (4.6) 
is an inverse of B. Moreover, P is rwrmal and 
IPI = (I- lAGI EI) - ‘lAGI = (CL)(%) - VI> p1. (4.9) 
Proof. We begin with showing the equivalence of (4.6) and (4.7). If (4.6) 
holds, then by continuity of the spectral radius there is a matrix A > 0 such 
that I AGI( IEJ + A) still has spectral radius < 1. Hence there is a vector w > 0 
such that u := IAcI(IEl+ A)w < w and therefore [E/u < IEJw <([El+ A)w 
= (LA)(RA)U. C onversely, if (4.7) holds, then JAGI JElu < IA”j(L,)(R,)u 
= u, so that a(JAGJ [El) < 1. Now by Theorem 3.5, the condition (4.6) implies 
that P is an inverse of B, and since 5’ := A’ and T := EM are normal maps, 
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Proposition 3.4 implies that 
lP( = (I - lAGllEMl) -ilAG = (I - lAGllEl) -‘lAGI 
= (I - (RJ1(L_,J1~EJ) -l(RJ1(LA)-l 
= ((L.~(RA) - IEI) -l. n 
REMARK. If A = L is lower triangular, then the iteration (4.8) reduces to 
the iteration y’+ ’ := LF(x + Ey’) considered in Section 7 of [lo]. Indeed, it is 
not difficult to show that if A is regular and lower triangular, then AC exists 
and agrees with the forward substitution map A? This is trivial if A has a 
unit diagonal; in general the triangular decomposition is given by R, := 
Diag(A,,, . . . , A,,), 
i 
AikAii for i> k, 
CL.4)ik’= 1 for i=k, 
0 for i c k 
(note that a/b = abK’= b-la for a, b EIR, 04 b). Now suppose that 
y := AFx and z := Lcx satisfy 
Yk = Zk/Akk = A.itzk for kci; 
this certainly holds for i = 1. Then 
xi - c AikYk 
k<i 
Yi = 
Aii 
Xi - c &A,$Zk 
k<i = 
Aii 
‘id c cLA)ikzk 
k<i zi FL= 
Aii =t$ 
since multiplication of intervals is associative. By induction we find y, = 
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zi/Aiifor i=l,...,n, whence 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let A, B E OIwnx”, and suppose that AG exists and 
B=A-E. Zftherearex,yEUIW”suchthat 
P( A% + EY )> < P(Y) 
then a(JAG( IEI) < 1 and the iteration (4.8) converges. 
Proof Apply Proposition 3.3(i). n 
In order to prove a comparison theorem for different splittings B = A - E 
= A, - E, we need a perturbation theorem for Gauss elimination which is 
also of independent interest. By continuity of Gauss elimination as a function 
of the matrix coefficients it is clear that the existence of AC implies the 
existence of BG for B E UIW nxn sufficiently close to A. We shall prove that, in 
this sense, B is sufficiently close to A if (4.6) or (4.7) holds. The proof is 
based on the following result. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let (L, R) be a triangular decomposition of 
OR n x “, and let A’ 2 A be such that for suitable u > 0, v > 0 we have 
q(A, A’)u < (L)(R)u - v. 
Then A’ has a triangular decomposition (L’, R’), and 
(L’)(R’)u > v. 
AE 
Proof. This is trivial for n = 1; hence we proceed by induction on n and 
assume the statement to be true for some dimension n. Let A, E 
OIw(“+l)x(“+l) have the triangular decomposition (L,, R,). Then 
Ao=(; $)> L,=(b;_l ;)9 Ro=(;; $)’ 
where (L, R) is the triangular decomposition of the Schur complement 
A := B - ba-‘aT, 
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dA,A’,,)= ; $ ( I 
be such that A&Z A, and 
Then 
dAo, 4&o Q (Lo)(Ro)uo - 00. 
ep + e% < (a)p - lalTu - v, (4.10) 
j-p + Eu < (L)(R)u - lbl(a)-‘((a)~ - I+A) - v; (4.11) 
in particular p(( CX) - E) > 0 and hence 
E < (a). 
We compute a bound for the distance between A and the Schur complement 
of Ah. Since Ab 2 A,, Lemma 2.4(i) implies 
9(A,A’)=q(B,B’)+9(bc~-‘a~,b’a’-‘a’~) 
= 4~, B’) - Ibl(a)-‘lalT+P(ba-‘aT, b’a’-‘afT) 
<@, B’)- ~b~(a)-‘~uIT+P(b, b’)p(a-‘,(Y~-l)p(.,.‘)T; 
here /I is understood componentwise (note that each component of baelaT 
is a product). Hence by Lemma 2.4(ii), 
9(A, A’) GE - lbl(~)-‘l~lT+(\bl+ f)@> - E) -‘(bl+ e)’ 
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and by (4.11) and (4.10) therefore 
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q(A,A’)u& Eu-Ib((a)-'l~l~u+(lbl+f)((cr)-E)-'(lal+e)Tu 
G (L)(R)u - 0 - (1bl-t f)P +(lbl+ f)((a) - 4 -‘(I+ + eTu) 
6 (L)(R)u - 0 - (Jb(-t f)((cY) - E) -lv* 
By our induction hypothesis, A' has a triangular decomposition (L’, R’) with 
(L’)(R’)u > 2, + (@I+ f)((a) -E) -lv. 
Therefore, with 
Lb:=( &_’ ;), Rb:=( *o $), 
(I&, Rb) is a triangular decomposition of A’“, and 
(Lb)(%)% a l ((a> - E)P - (Ial+ e)Tu (L’XWu - (IN+ f)(W - 4 
V > 1) =oo, ( 1 
which completes the induction. 
1 
V I 
n 
THEOREM 4.6. Let A, B E OIw”x”, and suppose that AG exists. lf 
~(lAclq(R A)) ~1, (4.12) 
or equivalently, if there is u E Iw n such that 
0 < u, q(R, A)u < (LJ(RA)u, (4.13) 
where (LA, RA) is the triangular decomposition of A, then BC exists and 
IBCJ< (Z-IAcl~(B,A))-'lAGl=((L~)(R~)- 9(W))-‘. (4.14) 
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Proof. By the argument given in the proof of Theorem 4.3, the condi- 
tions (4.12) and (4.13) are equivalent. Hence suppose that (4.12) holds. Let us 
Put 
A := q( B, A), A’:=A+[-A,A]. 
Then 
A G A’, q(A, A’) = A. 
By (4.12), I - jAGjA has a nonnegative inverse, whence for arbitrary v > 0 
we have 
u := (I - (A’IA) - ‘IA’lv > 0, 
(AG[Au = u - IAcjv, 
Au = (L,)(R,)IAGIAu = (Lrl)(RA)u - v. 
Hence, by Proposition 4.5, A’ has a triangular decomposition (L’, R'), and 
(L’) (R’) u > v; in particular, A” exists. But by Lemma 2.2 we have B 2 A’, 
whence by Proposition 4.1, BG exists and JBGJ < ( A”l. Hence 
lB’\v < (A”J(L’)(R’)u = u = (I - IA’IA) -‘IAGlv< 
Since v > 0 was arbitrary, this implies 
lBGl < (I - IAGIA) -jAGI = ((LA)(RA) - A) -I. 
Now (4.14) follows, since A = 9( B, A). n 
REMARK. Since 9(B, 11) = p(B), the theorem implies that BG exists 
whenever I fiGI p( B) has spectral radius less than one. This sufficient criterion 
should be compared with the well-known sufficient criterion a( 1 l? ‘1 p( B)) < 1 
for the regularity of Z? E 008 ’ Xn. But note that BC may exists even when 
t~(ll?~lp(B)) > 1; an example is provided by 
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COROLLARY 4.7. Let A, B E lllw nXn and suppose that AC exists. Zf 
rad(A’(q(B,A)z))<p(z) (4.15) 
for some z E OR *, then BG exists. 
Proof. Put E := [ - q( B, A), q( B, A)], x := 0, y := Z, and apply Proposi- 
tion 3.3(i) with S = A’, T= EM. We get a(]A’]q(R, A)) = a(]Sl ]Tl) < 1, so 
that Theorem 4.5 applies. n 
COROLLARY 4.8. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.3, BC exists and 
lBCl G IPI. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, applied componentwise, B = A - E implies 
q(A, B) = [El. Therefore (4.6) and (4.12) are equivalent, and (4.9) and (4.14) 
show that lBc] 6 IPI. n 
REMARKS. 
(1) The remark after Proposition 3.5 now implies that if BC does not 
exist, then either the iteration (4.8) may not converge, or the uniqueness of 
the fixpoint may be lost. 
(2) The iteration (4.8) with A = & E = [ - p(B), p(B)] occurs implicitly 
in the more general context of nonlinear equations in papers by Alefeld and 
Platziider [2] and Schrempp [13]. One hope was that, based on the fact that a 
nonsingular triangular decomposition of B exists almost certainly, a broader 
class of equations could be solved with (4.8) than with standard interval 
Gauss elimination. However, Corollary 4.8 shows that this hope is not 
justified. It implies that in fact the domain of applicability of Gauss elimina- 
tion is at least as large as that of any iteration of the form (4.8). Moreover, for 
symmetric right-hand sides (x’= 0), where R% = IB’lx, Px = ]Plr (since BG 
and P are normal), no iteration of the form (4.8) can give a sharper result 
than Gauss elimination. Thus, in general, Gauss elimination has a remarkable 
superiority over iterative methods. 
(3) However, if B is an M-matrix and A is chosen suitably, then we may 
have equality in Corollary 4.8, and iteration may give more accurate results. 
Indeed, it is even possible to get by iteration the hull of the solution set; see 
Theorem 5.3 below. 
(4) Note also that an inequality very similar to (4.15) plays a key role in 
the convergence proof of Alefeld and Platzijder [2]. 
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COROLLARY 4.9 (Alefeld [l], Neumaier [lo]). Zf B E UIRnx” is an H- 
matrix, then BC exists and jBG( G (B)-‘. 
Proof. Let B = D - E be the Jacobi splitting of B. If B is an H-matrix, 
then D is a regular diagonal matrix and )D’IJEI = (D)-‘JEl has spectral 
radius < 1. Hence Theorem 4.6 applies with A = D, q(B, A) = (El. There- 
fore BG exists and 
lBGl~((LA)(RA)-q(B,A))-‘=((D)-IEl)-l=(B)-l. . 
Finally we present the promised comparison theorem; note that y( B, A) 
=)EJif B=A-E. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let A, B E OIwnx”, and suppose that AG exists and 
a( JAGI@> A)) < 1. 
Zf A, is “between” B and A, i.e., if 
903, A,) -I- 96% A) = 9@, A), 
then A: exists and 
[I - (A&( B, A,)] - 11A;1< [Z - (A%( B, A)] - ‘lAGI. 
Proof. The assumption implies that JA’lq(A,, A) < IA’jq( B, A). Hence 
a(lAG19(Ao, A)) < 1, and A$ exists by Theorem 4.6. Now apply Lemma 2.5 
with M := lAGi, M’ := lAgI, A := q(A,, A) and A’:= 9(B, A,). W 
COROLLARY 4.11. Suppose that B~lliR”~” is an H-matrix, and let 
B = A - E be a direct splitting of B. Then AC exists and 
Proof. If u > 0 satisfies (B)u > 0, then (B) = (A) - IE( implies (A)u 
> 0. Hence A is an H-ma&k AC exists, and the left-band inequality follows 
from Theorem 4.5. The other part follows from Theorem 4.10 by comparing 
B = A - E with the Jacobi splitting; cf. the proof of Corollary 4.9. n 
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5. THE INVERSE POSITIVE CASE 
Let A E OIw”x” be regular. Then, as discussed in [lo], the hull inverse AH 
is the sublinear map which maps x E UIW n to the hull 
A%:=U{A-‘x(&A, ST} 
of the solution set of the system of linear interval equations 
Here we show that in case 
A-‘:=!{A-‘IAEA} 
is nonnegative, the hull inverse can be obtained as a fixpoint map. This gives 
a new method for the computation of the hull of the solution set of linear 
interval equations with inverse positive coefficient matrix; cf. Beeck [5] for 
previous approaches. We also show that preconditioning of such equations 
with certain nonnegative matrices does not change the hull of the solution 
set. Finally, the special situation of M-matrices is considered. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A E URnX” be such that A-’ > 0, and suppose that 
A E [w nXn satisfies 
A> A, C:=k’>O. (5.1) 
Then: 
(i) A is regular, A - ’ > 0, and the hull inverse AH is the fixpoint map of 
the iterations 
Yr+l:=Cr+(Z-CA)Y’ (Z=O,1,2,...) (5.2) 
and 
Y ‘+‘:=A-++(A-A)y’] (Z=O,l,2,...). (5.3) 
(ii) CA is an M-matrix, and for all x E OR”, 
AHx = (CA)*(G) = (CA)‘(&). (5.4) 
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Proof. Since A G [ 4, A], Lemma 12 of [lo] implies A-r >, 0. To show 
the existence of the fixpoint maps of (5.2) and (5.3) we put 
by rule (B20) of [lo]. Pick v > 0. Then u := 4 _ ‘v > 0, since no row of A - ’ 
consists of zeros only. Hence lAlu=~-‘(A”-A)u=u-~~‘Au=u- 
A-‘v < 0, so that a(]A]) < 1. S’ mce CA = Z - A < I and (CA)u > u - ]A]u 
> 0, CA is an M-matrix; in particular CA and hence A are regular. Now 
CA = I - A is a strong splitting of CA; hence by Theorem 8 of [lo], the 
fixpoint map P of (5.2) exists, and by Proposition 12 of [lo], 
(CAjF(C~)cPx forall XEUR”. (5.5) 
Moreover, since ]A-‘] ]A - A] = A-‘(A” - 4) = ]A], Theorem 3.5 applies with 
z:={A}, X’:=(A-‘)“, E:=A-AandshowsthatthefixpointmapP’of 
(5.3) exists. 
Now suppose that x E OR “, and put y := P’x. By rules (B20) and (B22) of 
WIY 
y=A-‘[a+&A)y] =k’r+k’[(a:-A)y] 
z&‘x+[A”-‘(A-A)]y=Cr+Ay=Cx+(Z-CA)y, 
whence by Theorem 8(iii) of [lo], 
Px c y = Pk. (5.6) 
By definition of y we have y = A’-‘(x + Ey), whence E = x - A >, 0. By 
Lemma 2.6 above 
y=A-‘[r+E,y>~+E,y] = [A-‘(ll+E,_y),ff-l(3~+~~~)] 
for suitable E,, E, E E (note that A-’ >, 0 is thin). Now A, := A - E, and 
A, := A - E, belong to A - E = A, hence are invertible, and 
&Y=&-E,y=x, L&j=&-E,y+. - _ 
Therefore y = A,‘%, g = A, ‘X belong to AHx, whence - 
P’x = y c A”x. (5.7) 
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Since AHx G (CA)H(Cx) c (CA)F(Cx), we see from (5.5), (5.6), and (5.7) that 
A% = (CA)H(Cx) = (CA)F(Cx) = Px = P’x 
Since x was arbitrary, AH = P = P’, and (5.4) holds. n 
REMARKS. 
(1) If A E OWnx” is regular and A - ’ > 0, then the assumptions of 
Theorem 5.1 are certainly satisfied with A = x However, for practical 
reasons (to simplify the inversion of A) a matrix A > x with more zero 
entries than x may be used as long as A-’ > 0. 
(2) The iteration (5.3) is not suited to practical calculation, since an exact 
inverse A - r , or an enclosure of it, is needed. In the presence of rounding 
errors one gets, however, only an approximation C = A-r. The iteration (5.2) 
still works in this situation: if z is an enclosure of the fixpoint of (5.2), or an 
enclosure of (CA)F(Cx) obtained by preconditioned Gauss-Seidel iteration, 
then we still have AHx c (CA)F(Cx) c z, and since equality would hold if 
C = A-’ and z is the fixpoint of (5.2) or (CA)F(Cx), the overestimation in 
AHx G z is entirely due to rounding errors in the computation of C and the 
iteration for the computation of z, and therefore usually small. 
(31 It is remarkable that in the situation discussed, preconditioning with 
C = A - ’ preserves the hull of the solution set. In contrast to this, the most 
recommended procedure of preconditioning with the midpoint inverse 
(Hansen [7], Neumaier [lo]) may expand the hull slightly. However, the 
amount of overestimation remains small; cf. Neumaier [12]. 
(4) The explicit inversion of A is very time and storage consuming if A is 
a high-dimensional sparse matrix. Hence it is interesting that in the case of 
M-matrices, the inversion of A can be avoided and replaced by a triangular 
factorization of A. This is based on the following observation. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let A E ORnX” be an M-matrix. Then 
A% c A -lx fir all r E OR”. (5.8) 
Moreover, if p(A) = 0 then 
A’x=A-lx j&all XEUR”. (5.9) 
Proof By results of Barth and Nuding [3] and Beeck [4], A% = A% if 
0 < 2, 0 >, 2, or 0 E z; in particular, this holds if z has at most one nonzero 
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component. Now x = Cirie(‘) and Ac(xie(‘)) = AH(x,e(“)) c A-‘(x,e(‘)) im- 
ply AGx 2 CiAG(xie(‘)) _C &A-‘(xje(‘)) = A-lx, and (5.8) follows. 
Now suppose that p(A) = 0. If A = JX is the triangular decomposition of 
A, then L and R are themselves M-matrices (Fiedler and Pt&k [6]). Hence 
lAG] = (R)-l(L)-‘=R-‘L-l= A-l. But by Example 1 in Section 3 of 
[lo], (A- l)M is linear and has the same absolute value and kernel, whence by 
Theorem 2 of [lo], AC = (A -I)“‘. This implies (5.9). n 
THEOREM 5.3. Let A E ll R “x n be an M-matrix, and suppose that A< A” 
= (A). Then x is an M-matrix, and the hull inverse is the fixpoint map of 
the iteration 
IJ’+‘:=AT:[x+(A”-A)y’] (Z=O,l,Z )... ). (5.10) 
Proof. Let u > 0 be such that Au > 0. Then Au >, &J > Au > 0, so that 
A is an M-matrix. In particular A”-’ > 0 and Theorem 5.1 applies. The 
assertion now follows, since by Proposition 5.2, (5.2) and (5.8) generate the 
same sequence. n 
REMARK. For a similar result see Mayer [9]. 
We close with an example showing that (5.9) need not be valid if A is not 
thin. Consider the diagonally dominant M-matrix 
i 
[ -;,o] 
A= [-;,o] 1 1 
whose triangle decomposition (L, R) and inverse are given by 
From this one easily finds for 
X= 
1 ( 1 -2 
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that 
so that 
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